Efficient Auto-Refocusing of Iris Images for Light-Field Cameras
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Abstract
Light field photography provides a revolutionary possibility to reconstruct well-focused iris region from a 4D
light-field image. However, such a ”shoot and refocus”
scheme is time-consuming in practice because it commonly
needs to render an image sequence for finding the optimally
refocused frame. This paper presents an efficient autorefocusing iris imaging solution for lenselet-based lightfield cameras. Firstly, a refocusing point spread function
(R-PSF) is derived by detailed analysis of the relationship
between refocusing depth and defocus blurriness. Secondly,
an initial image is rendered at arbitrary depth. Thirdly,
a content independent blurriness assessment method based
on SVR (support vector regression) modeling is performed
on the rendered image to locate depth shift from optimal focusing plane based on R-PSF. Finally, the optimally focused
iris image is selected from a frontal candidate and a back
candidate. Because our method only involves three times of
image rendering based on precise localization of the optimal focusing plane, it is much more efficient than conventional ”rendering and selection” solutions which need to
render a large number of refocused images.

1. Introduction
Light-field cameras offer an ability of digitally refocusing at different depth after the image was captured [10].
However, a practical request encountered in application of
light-field camera is how to automatically refocus at region
of interest (ROI), e.g. region of iris in this instance. It
seems very similar to optical auto-focus (AF), so it can be
named as auto-refocusing (ARF). The ARF is crucial for
the texture-based vision applications, i.e. iris recognition
and face recognition.
The AF is a basic function in digital camera now, while,
to the best of our knowledge, the ARF of light-field camera has not been systematically researched. Apparently, a
naive ARF scheme can be accomplished by iteratively alter-

Figure 1. The main lens is modeled as a thin lens, and the lenselets
are modeled as an array of pinholes with a similar idea to [5].

ing refocusing depth according to the sharpness of current
refocused images. The optimal refocusing depth is determined when the function of sharpness assessment comes to
the extremum. Unfortunately, this naive approach is computationally
 expensive, since the complexity of refocusing
is O n4 . Even though the Fourier slice refocusing
algo
rithm can promise a complexity of O n2 log n [10], it can
not save time until the angular resolution is higher than 16.
If the refocusing operation is considered as the element operation, the computational complexity of this iteration based
naive approach is O (n).
This paper aims to improve computational efficiency of
ARF algorithm in iris imaging with the following contributions: 1) an efficient framework of ARF based on accurate
estimation of refocusing point spread function (R-PSF); 2)
modelling of the R-PSF via a detailed analysis of relationship between refocusing depth and defocus blurriness; 3) an
image content independent blurriness assessment method;
4) an efficient ARF algorithm of complexity O (3) with its
successful application to iris recognition.

2. Related work
Light-field camera is capable of recording position and
direction of rays from scene, which adopts integral photography as the basic principle [1]. Light-field camera gains

Figure 3. The pointolites S and S0 are focused at the optical image
plane and the virtual image plane respectively.

Figure 2. Flowchart of processing light-field iris images based on
the proposed ARF algorithm.

increasing attentions [2, 16, 13, 14, 17]. It was predicted
that most consumer photographic cameras will be light-field
cameras in 20 years [8].
Light-field camera can dramatically extend the DOF [2],
which benefits many texture-based applications. Raghavendra et al. [13] and Raja et al. [14] captured a face database
and an iris database using the Lytro camera [11] respectively. The extended DOF by the Lytro camera improves
performance of detection and recognition of iris and faces.
Zhang et al. [17] developed an iris imaging system with a
specially designed light-field camera and verified its superiority for resolving the trade-off between the aperture size
and the DOF. However, both [13] and [17] have to render
an image sequence refocused at the varying depth and then
select the optimal one from it due to no prior knowledge of
the depth of ROI.
The schemes used in the optical AF can not be directly
applied to the ARF, although they are similar problems. In
the literature of optics [4], the AF can be achieved by either
active or passive sensing. In active sensing, the infrared
light or ultrasound signal is actively emitted from the camera to detect the ROI depth. The focal length is then set
from a lookup table depending on that depth. The most popular passive AF systems are based on contrast or sharpness
assessment, where the sharpness of the ROI is used to iteratively alter the focal length. The passive AF can be applied
directly to the ARF. But it is such a time-consuming scheme
as the naive ARF algorithm discussed above. Meanwhile,
the active sensing enlightens us that if the depth of ROI has
been estimated, the computational complexity of ARF can
be decreased to O (1).
Actually, both AF and ARF are ultimate problems of
depth estimation. Although light-field cameras offer a remarkable ability for depth estimation without stereo matching [1, 16, 2], the explicit depth estimation is not suitable
for ARF, since it is also a time consuming procedure. Fur-

thermore, most depth estimation algorithms are based on
epipolar geometry [1, 16, 2] which cannot achieve a robust
estimation when the surface of the objects cannot be modeled as the Lambert surface, e.g. the surface of human iris.
The defocus blur presents the cue of depth [6], which inspires us to reduce the computational complexity via modeling the correlation between refocusing depth and defocus
blur.
The most related work is from Raja et al. [14]. They
propose an ARF algorithm that selects the best focused image corresponding to iris region from multiple focus images based on wavelet energy. Apparently, the scheme actually needs to search the complete depth range for the bestfocused iris, so it has no essential difference with the naive
ARF discussed above.

3. The ARF framework and algorithm
In refocusing rendering, the defocus blur is due to the objects in ROI away from current refocusing depth and it commonly can be modeled as the point spread function (PSF).
Then the refocusing blurred image can be modeled as Eq. 1
g [x] = (h (β) ⊗ p) [x] + N [x] ,

(1)

where ⊗ denotes a convolution operator. The p and g [x]
stand for the ROI of the all-in-focus image and the observed
blurry image, respectively. β denotes the depth. h (β) is
the depth-varying PSF. N is additive noise. The ARF can
be abstracted as an inverse problem to estimate the optimal
refocusing depth β0 from observations g [x].

3.1. The ARF framework
Assuming that the R-PSF h (β) is spatially invariant, and
it can be determined merely by its variance σh . Thus the
proposed framework firstly calculates the samples’ σhi via
a blur assessment:
σhi (βi ) = BM (gβi [x]), i = 1, ..., n,

(2)

where BM is a blurriness measure insensitive to p, σhi (βi )
denotes the observed value, n is determined by the number

of estimated parameters of σh (β). Then, the optimal refocusing depth β0 can be estimated via
β0 = arg min σh (β0 ) + λ

n
X

2

kσhi (βi ) − σh (βi )k2 . (3)

i=1

The first term of right side of Eq. 3 is to ensure that β0 is
the minimum of σh (β), and the second term guarantees the
precision in estimation of σh (β). λ is a balance factor.
Thus, the model of R-PSF and the content-insensitive
blurriness assessment are two major issues in the proposed
ARF framework.

3.2. The refocusing point spread function
Light-field camera can be modeled as shown in Fig. 1.
Assuming that a pointolite is set in S, as shown in Fig.3, its
image is focused on the lenselets plane, or the image plane.
The image distance is F . We use LSF to represent the light
field parameterized at the image distance of F and illuminated by the pointolite S. Thus, the LSF can be modeled as
Eq. 4,
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where u = (u1 , u2 ) , represents the angular dimension;
T
x = (x1 , x2 ) represents the spatial dimension; σr is a
constant, once the optical parameters have been ascertained;
x0 is the position of image of the pointolite S. Since the
pointolite is well focused on the image plane, it is possible
to model its disc of confusion at sensor plane as a Gaussian
distribution ideally. As well known, the refocusing integration [10] is shown as Eq. 5
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where α is the relative image distance of the virtual image
plane, <α [L] is the refocusing operator which represents
refocusing the light field L at the relative image distance α.
The xα denotes the coordinate of the virtual image plane at
the relative image distance α.
To eliminate the changed scale caused by refocusing, we
define an integration-invariant resize operator:
Sη [I (x)] = η 2 I (ηx) ,

(6)

Then the R-PSF of S can be represented as:


hSα (x) = Sα−1 <α [LSF ](αxα ) .
hSα

(7)

(x) is the R-PSF, which can be derived as:
T

hSα (x) =
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(x0 − x) (x0 − x)
exp −
2πF 2 σα2
2σα2

where

1 2 2
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Then, this model is extended to more general cases. Assuming that another pointolite is set in S0 , its image cannot
focus at optical image plane. According to Ng [10], the
original light field can be re-parameterized on a virtual image plane at image distance of α0 F by Eq.10.


1
) + xα0 , u . (10)
LSα00 ·F (α0 xα0 , u) = LSF0 u(1 −
α0
σα2 = (1 −

Thus, assuming that the rays emit from the pointolite at S0
can be focused at this virtual image plane, as shown in Fig.
3. Then, according to the similar triangles and the fundamental equation of optics, the re-parameterized light field
generated by S0 can be modeled as:
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0, ∀x 6= x0 0
(11)
where


f − α0 F
,
(12)
x0 0 = x0
f −F
where f is the focal length of the main lens. Since the captured light field is re-parameterized at α0 F . The image refocused at the relative image distance α from original light
field can be achieved by refocusing the re-parameterized
light field at α0 , where α = α0 · α0 , as shown in Eq.13.
<α [LSF0 ](αxα ) = <α0 [LSα00 ·F ](α0 xα0 ).

Thus, the R-PSF of pointolite S0 can be calculated from Eq.
14
h
i
hSα0 (x) = Sα−1 <α0 [LSα00 ·F ](α0 xα0 ) .
(14)
The PSF of the pointolite S0 refocused at image distance
αF can be derived as shown in Eq.15
!
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To simplify discussion, let β0 = α0−1 and β = α−1 , thus
the variance σh (β) of PSF can be modeled as:
σh (β) = |β0 − β| σr .

!
, (8)

(13)

(17)

As shown in Eq. 17, the PSF of pointolite S0 will shrink
to a Dirichlet function when β = β0 , which is the optimal

solution of Eq. 3. The ∆β = |β − β0 | can be estimated
from only one initial refocused image. Then, the β0 can
be obtained by simply comparing the relative sharpness between the images refocused at β + ∆β and β − ∆β. The
relative sharpness measure can be any monotonic blurriness
measures used in AF [12].
Because β maintains the one-to-one relationship with
the refocusing depth, we will refer β as ”relative depth” or
”depth” in the rest of this paper.

3.3. The blurriness assessment
The proposed ARF framework needs to estimate the
value of σhi (β) from measuring the blurriness of g [x] with
little influence of p, as shown in Eq. 2. The DIIVINE index [9] is the state-of-the-art no-reference (NR) image quality assessment (IQA). It is based on natural scene statistics
which govern the behavior of nature images. Thus, it is able
to give an assessment to images with different content.
Nevertheless, the features of DIIVINE are redundant for
assessing the Gaussian blurriness, since they are designed
for assessing the multiple types of image distortions. Furthermore, the DIIVINE is a time-consuming algorithm. It
takes approximately 6 seconds to assess one image with the
resolution of 220 × 220 on a 3.1GHz processor.
A novel scheme is proposed for blurriness assessment
based on the tailored features of the DIIVINE. The most
time-consuming features have limited correlations with the
Gaussian blur [9], thus they can be removed. Also, the
wavelet decomposition is strengthened to two scales and
eight orientations. Moreover, the features can be weighted
for further increasing the correlation of these features with
blurriness. The weights are learned via solving the Lasso
regression as follows:
2

w = arg min kAw − σk2 + λkwk1 ,

(18)

where A is a m×n matrix of training instances, m is the dimension of training samples, n is the dimension of features.
σ is the label vector of blurriness. λ is the balance factor.
Actually, it is possible to solve the least square problem
and get the unique solution of w, since the m >> n in this
instance. However, the weights w are expected to maintain
a better performance on testing set. Thus, a L1 norm regularization is applied, which is known for generalization and
noise-proof ability [18]. λ can be adjusted to balance between the generalization and the accuracy of regression. A
larger λ will give a more sparse solution of w, which is inclined to give larger weights to the features more correlative
to refocusing blur, but it also decreases the accuracy of regression since it leads to a larger error from the least squared
solution. The smaller λ is also undesired, as it overfits to the
training set.
Then, a model for assessing blurriness with weighted
features can be trained with the support vector regression

Figure 4. A close-up view of the lenslet iris image.

(SVR). We apply the libSVM package to implement the
SVR [3]. The radial basis function (RBF) kernel is adopted
in this instance. The parameters of the SVR are estimated
using cross-validation on the training set.

3.4. The ARF algorithm
A general ARF algorithm is proposed in Algorithm 1.
The RBM in Algorithm 1 denotes relative blurriness measure, which can be any monotonic blurriness measures used
in AF [12]. The pipeline of processing the light-field iris
image is shown in Fig. 2, which is based on the proposed
ARF algorithm.

Algorithm 1: An algorithm for auto-refocusing
Input: LF (u, x)
1. render the initial image gβI [x] at arbitrary depth of βI .

2. compute the σI via σI (βI ) = BM gβ I [x] by
trained SVR regression model.
3. compute the ∆β = σI · σr−1
4. render two candidates optimal images g(βI +∆β) [x]
and g(βI −∆β) [x].
5. determine the optimal refocusing depth β0 via


β0 = arg min RBM g(βI +∆β) , RBM g(βI −∆β)
Output: β0 and gβ 0 [x].

4. Experiments
The proposed ARF algorithm is tested on a light-field
iris image database [17], a raw light-field image is shown in
Fig. 4. Accuracy of iris recognition is used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed ARF algorithm.

4.1. Data and preprocessing
The 2D raw lenselet image should be firstly decoded to
form a 4D light-field representation. The captured iris lightfield is interpolated to the resolution of 9 × 9 × 806 × 536

Table 1. Performance of Regression. The larger SCC indicates the
better accuracy.

(a)

(b)

Method
(1) SVR-UW
(2) LSR
(3) proposed λ = 0.01
(4) proposed λ = 1

SCC
0.8364
0.8709
0.9147
0.8810

4.2. Performance evaluation of blurriness assessment

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Illustration of the sharpness of iris images with different
parameter settings. (a) is distribution of β0 . (b), (c), (d) and (e)
display the blurriness reference when ∆β = 0.000, ∆β = 0.100,
∆β = 0.200, ∆β = 0.300.

before the refocusing operation. There are totally 24 iris images rendered from each iris light field, which are refocused
among a certain depth range with a constant step length.
There are three subjects invited to discern the optimal refocused iris image from the 24 refocused images. The averaged opinion (AO) is considered as the optimal refocusing
depth to label this iris light field as β0 . It is convincing to select the iris light fields whose optimal refocusing planes are
away from the optical focus plane, i.e. β0 6= 1.000, to test
the proposed ARF algorithm. We select 825 iris light fields
for this experiments. The distribution of the optimal focusing depth β0 of all 825 selected iris light fields is shown in
Fig. 5a.
Since the ∆β = |β − β0 | maintains a linear correlation
with the blurriness σh (β), we use the ∆β as the blurriness to label all the 24 images from the same iris light field,
e.g. if an image is refocused at β and the optimal refocused
depth is β0 , then we label this image with ∆β = |β0 − β|.
The sharpness with different ∆β is shown in Fig. 5b,c,d and
e. We simply train the model to project weighted features
into the space of ∆β. Then the model can predict ∆β from
the weighted features directly.
The iris region should be segmented as the ROI. In this
paper, we use the algorithm proposed by He et al. [7] to
segment the iris region using the center sub-aperture image
of the light field. The segmentation results can be shared by
all refocused images rendered by the same light field.
All 825 iris light fields generate 19,800 refocused images. These images come from 28 classes of iris patterns
from 14 subjects. Some segmented iris images are shown in
Fig 6.

We propose a scheme to train a SVR model for blurriness
assessment. To evaluate the improvement of the proposed
blurriness assessment scheme, we compare the accuracy of
regression schemes among: 1) SVR with unweighted features (SVR-UW), 2) The least squared regression (LSR), 3)
The proposed scheme with λ = 0.01 (proposedλ = 0.01),
4) The proposed scheme with λ = 1 (proposed λ = 1).
The dataset is divided into two non-overlapped sets, a
training set and a testing set. The training set has the almost
80% refocused images from all 19, 800 images, while the
test set consists of the remaining 20% images. The classes
of iris in training set are different from those in testing set.
The performance is evaluated with the squared correlation coefficient (SCC) [3]. The result is shown in Tab 1.
It can be observed that the proposed scheme shows the
best performance, as it obtains the largest SCC. The results
of using unweighted features show the worst performance,
which indicates the redundant features of DIIVINE [9] toward Gaussian blur cannot be ignored. The least squared
regression obtains a reasonable accuracy, since it overfits to
training set. The over sparse weights generated by a larger
λ decrease the accuracy of regression as expected.

4.3. Performance evaluation of iris recognition with
different ARF methods
The objective of ARF is to render an image wellrefocused at the eyeball for iris recognition. The quality
of iris images should be best measured by their contribution to iris recognition performance. So the performance
of ARF algorithm can be demonstrated with the accuracy
of iris recognition with the refocused iris images. Hence,
we compare iris recognition performance on the image sets
among: 1) initially refocused iris images at β = 1.000
(IRII); 2) optimally refocused iris images selected by the
Human Visual System of averaged opinion (AO) (ORIIAO); 3) auto-refocused iris images with initial refocusing
depth βI = 1.000 (ARF-βI = 1.000); 4) auto-refocused
iris images with random initial refocusing depth (ARFβI = random); 5) optimally refocused iris images selected
by discretely searching from entire depth space, using the
focusing assessment proposed by Raja et al. [14] (ORII-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 6. (a)-(f) illustrate the sample images refocused at β = 1.000 (IRII). (g)-(l) display the images rendered by the proposed ARF
algorithm with initial images of (a)-(f) (ARF-βI = 1.000).
Table 2. The performance of iris Recognition. The iris image set
corresponding the larger DI and smaller EER contains the sharper
iris images.

Method
(1)IRII
(2)ORII-AO
(3)ARF-βI = 1.000
(4)ARF-βI = random
(5)ORII-Raja

Figure 7. The ROC curves. The better recognition performance
corresponds to the ROC curve getting more close to the horizontal
axis.

Raja).
The dataset selected for this experiment includes the iris
light fields with β0 6= 1.000. If we refocus these iris light
fields at β = 1.000, those images are blurred. These blurred
images are collected as a reference to quantify the degradation for using blurred iris images for recognition, denoted
as (IRII).
The set denoted with (ARF-βI = 1.000) includes the
iris images rendered by proposed ARF algorithm with initial refocusing depth at β = 1.000. In addition, to verify
that the proposed ARF algorithm would robustly converge
to the optimal refocusing depth independent of the initial
refocusing depth, we render another set of refocused iris
images with the random initial refocusing depth, denoted as
(ARF-βI = random).

DI
2.6981
4.0305
4.0554
4.0939
4.0140

EER
0.0324
0.0084
0.0084
0.0085
0.0076

Finally, we use iris images selected by AO, i.e. ∆β = 0
or β = β0 , as baseline to compare the performance of each
set of iris images, denoted as (ORII-AO). The iris images
in set of (ORII-AO) can be considered as rendering at the
optimal refocusing depth.
The applied iris recognition algorithm is based on ordinal measures (OM) [15] which are the state-of-the-art
descriptors of iris texture. Equal error rate (ERR), Discriminating index (DI) and receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) [15] curve are used to measure the accuracy of iris
recognition with different ARF methods.
From the results shown in Tab 2 and Fig 7 , we can draw
several observations:
1) The iris recognition is an image sharpness-demanding
application, which can be inferred from the remarkable low
performance on set (IRII).
2) Both sets rendered by the proposed ARF algorithm,
i.e. βI = 1.000 and βI = random, can guarantee highperformance iris recognition, because their scores shown in
Tab 2 have higher DI and lower EER. Meanwhile, as shown
in Fig. 7, the ROC curves of (ARF-βI = 1.000) and (ARFβI = random) are in good agreement with the curve of

(ORII-AO), which is considered as rendering at the optimal
refocusing depth. The images rendered by proposed ARF
algorithm is shown in Fig. 6
3) The proposed ARF algorithm is verified to be robust
to the initial refocusing depth, since the performance of sets
βI = 1.000 and βI = random are dramatically consistent
as shown in the ROC curve in Fig. 7.
4) The method (ORII-Raja) has a slightly superior performance to the methods (ARF-βI = 1.000) and (ARFβI = random), at the cost of much more computational
time, which is shown in Section 4.4.

4.4. Computational efficiency
The computational cost of different ARF methods is
tested on a PC which has a 3.1GHz processor and its software environment is Matlab 2010b. The refocusing operation averagely consumes 0.710s to render an image via integration algorithm. It takes 0.750s to extract tailored features
of DIIVINE from a segmented iris image with resolution of
220 × 220. The time taken for other operations, i.e. SVR
prediction, iris localization and relative quality assessment,
can be negligible. The average and worst-case execution
time of the proposed ARF algorithm is 2.966s and 3.286s
respectively. Meanwhile the naive ARF algorithm, the same
as the algorithm proposed by Raja et al. [14], renders 24 refocused images for the comparable performance discussed
above, which consumes over 17s without considering the
other necessary operations.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new solution about how to
automatically refocus at the region of iris, which is a practical problem when light-field cameras are applied in iris
recognition to extending the DOF. We introduced an ARF
framework based on estimating the R-PSF. According to
this framework, we proposed an ARF algorithm that estimates the optimal refocusing depth via a content-insensitive
blurriness assessment. The proposed ARF algorithm was
tested on a light-field iris database and evaluated via iris
recognition accuracy. Experiments verified that the proposed ARF algorithm can achieve the satisfactory accuracy and robustness with much more efficient computational
cost.
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